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Abstract
This paper concerns a subclass of simple deterministic grammars, called very simple grammars,
and studies the problem of identifying the subclass in the limit from positive data. The class
of very simple languages forms a proper subclass of simple deterministic languages and is
incomparable to the class of regular languages. This class of languages is also known as the
class of left Szilard languages of context-free grammars.
After providing some properties of very simple languages, we show that the class of very
simple grammars is polynomial-time identi%able in the limit from positive data in the following
sense. That is, we show that there e/ectively exists an algorithm that, given a target very simple
grammar G∗ over alphabet , identi%es a very simple grammar G equivalent to G∗ in the limit
from positive data, satisfying the property that the time for updating a conjecture is bounded
by O(m), and the total number of prediction errors made by the algorithm is bounded by O(n),
where n is the size of G∗; m=Max{N ||+1; ||3} and N is the total length of all positive data
provided.
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1. Introduction
Since the class of regular languages has been shown to be e;ciently identi%able
using deterministic %nite-state automata (DFAs) from what is called “minimally ade-
quate teacher” [3], a computational approach to learning theory has been again receiving
much attention, and a numerous number of intensive work on grammatical inference
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has been reported. From the practical point of view, there are, we believe, two ma-
jor requirements for an inductive inference algorithm: the identi%cation algorithm must
have a good time e4ciency and hopefully run with only positive data (examples).
Angluin [1] has given several conditions for a class of languages to be identi%able in
the limit from positive data, and presented some examples of identi%able classes. She
has also proposed subclasses of regular languages called k-reversible languages (where
k¿0) and shown these classes are identi%able in the limit from positive data, requir-
ing a polynomial time for updating conjectures [2]. Wright [22] proposes a su;cient
condition for a language class to be identi%able in the limit from positive data, while
Sato and Umayahara [18] introduce another su;cient condition for the identi%ability
in the limit from positive data and discuss the relationship to Wright’s condition.
On the other hand, as for e;cient identi%ability results on subclasses of regular
languages, Tanida and Yokomori [20,23] have introduced a new subclass of regular
languages called strictly deterministic regular languages and shown its identi%ability
from positive data. Further, in [6,24], another subclass of regular languages called
strictly k-testable languages is studied and shown to be identi%able in the limit from
positive data, together with its application results to pattern recognition and DNA
sequence analysis, respectively.
Motivated by a question posed by Angluin, however, one natural question has been
recognized to be signi%cant: In what sense we should analyse the time complexity
of an “in-the-limit” algorithm? One may de%ne the notion of polynomial-time iden-
ti6cation in the limit in various ways. And, it was not until quite recently that the
polynomial-time identi%ability in the limit was reasonably de%ned by Pitt. By making
a slight modi%cation of his de%nition in [17], we propose the following de%nition for
polynomial-time identi%ability in the limit from positive data.
Informally, we say a class of grammars R is polynomial-time identi6able in the
limit from positive data if and only if there is an algorithm A which, given r in R,
identi%es r′ in R equivalent to r in the limit from positive data, with the property that
there exist polynomials p and q such that for any n, for any r of size n, the number
of times A makes a wrong conjecture is at most p(n), and the time for updating a
conjecture is at most q(n; N ), where N is the sum of lengths of data provided.
This paper deals with a class of grammars called very simple grammars and dis-
cusses the identi%cation problem of the class of very simple grammars. To the author’s
knowledge, the notion of a very simple grammar was originally introduced in [5] in the
study of some types of Thue systems and the equivalence problem for simple deter-
ministic grammars by Korenjak and Hopcroft [10]. Informally, a context-free grammar
G is very simple if the righthand side of each rule starts with distinct terminal sym-
bol, possibly followed by a nonterminal string. For example, the context-free grammar
G1 = ({E; R}; {+;−; ∗; (; ); a}; P1; E), where P1 = {E→+EE; E→−EE; E→∗EE; E→
(ER; E→ a; R→)} generates a subset of the arithmetic expressions in pre%x notation.
Further, consider the context-free grammar G2 = ({S; T; G}; {a; c; d; Oa; Oc}; P2; S), where
P2 = {S→ aST; S→ cSG; S→d; T→ Oa; G→ Oc} generating {xd OxR|x∈{a; c}∗}. Under the
interpretation that Oa= t; Oc= g, this language represents biological “palindromes” to
form secondary structures in nucleic acids. These grammars G1; G2 are typically very
simple, and, thus, very simple grammars can capture the non-regularity feature
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necessary for describing a certain class of popular languages. (Also, see Example 1
below.) The class of very simple languages forms a proper subclass of the simple
deterministic languages and is incomparable to the class of regular languages. On the
other hand, MPakinen has discussed the left Szilard languages of context-free gram-
mars in great detail, investigating the derivational properties of context-free grammars
[12], and it turns out that the class of left Szilard languages of context-free grammars
coincides with the class of very simple languages.
After providing some properties of very simple languages, we show that the class of
very simple grammars is polynomial-time identi%able in the limit in the sense above.
In fact, the identi%cation of the class is achieved using only positive data, and this
result is in marked contrast with the fact that the class of regular languages is not at
all identi%able in the limit from positive data only [7].
Thus, the main result in this paper provides an interesting instance of a language class
containing nonregular languages which is polynomial-time identi%able in the limit. As a
corollary, it immediately follows that the class of very simple grammars is polynomial-
time identi%able via only equivalence queries, provided that only positive counterex-
amples are supplied in the identi%cation process.
2. Denitions
2.1. Basic de6nitions and notations
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of automata and formal
language theory. (For notions and notations not stated here, see, e.g., [9].)
Let  be a %nite alphabet and ∗ be the set of all %nite length strings over . Further,
let + =∗−{}, where  is the null string. By len(u) we denote the length of a string
u. A language over  is a subset of ∗. For a string w in ∗; alph(w) denotes the set
of terminal symbols appearing in w. For a language L, let alph(L)=
⋃
w∈L alph(w).
Let h be a homomorphism from ∗ to ∗. Then, h is called a coding if and only if
for all a in ; h(a) is in . Further, a coding h is called a renaming if and only if it
is a bijection.
Let G=(VN ; ; P; S) be a context-free grammar (CFG). The language generated by
G is de%ned by {w∈∗|S⇒∗ w in G}.
By Label(P) we denote the set of labels of all rules in P. Then, de%ne DL(G) as
{#1 · · · #n∈Label(P)∗|S⇒#1L a1$1⇒L · · · ⇒#nL a1 · · · an∈∗}, where each #i is a label
of a rule used in the ith step, and ⇒L indicates the left-most derivation. The language
DL(G) is called left Szilard language of G.
Let Gi =(VNi; ; Pi; Si) (i=1; 2) be CFGs. Then, G1 and G2 are isomorphic if and
only if there is a renaming h from (VN1∪)∗ to (VN2∪)∗ such that h(S1)= S2, the re-
striction of h to  is the identity, and P2 = {h(X )→ h($)|X → $∈P1}. A CFG G=(VN ;
; P; S) is linear if and only if any rule of G is of the form either A→ uBv or A→ v,
where A; B∈VN ; u; v∈∗.
For a language L over  and x in ∗, let x\L= {y|xy∈L}. The cardinality of a set
S is denoted by |S|.
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A language L is said to have the pre6x-free property if and only if for any
x∈+; y∈∗, both x and xy are in L implies that y= .
A (directed %nite) labeled graph is an ordered triple (V; E; ), where  is a %nite
alphabet of labels, V is a %nite set of nodes and E= {(p; a; q)|p; q∈V; a∈} is a %nite
set of edges.
A sequence of edges: +=(p1; u1; q1); (p2; u2; q2); : : : ; (pn; un; qn); (n¿1), is a path
from p1 to qn if and only if qi =pi+1 for all i (16i¡n). In this case, a string
x= u1u2 · · · un is called a path string of +.
2.2. Polynomial-time identi6cation in the limit from positive data
In this paper we adopt a slight modi%cation of the original de%nition in [17] for the
notion of polynomial-time identi%cation in the limit from positive data. (In fact, the
de%nition turns out to be a restricted version of the Pitt’s de%nition where positive data
is only provided.)
For any class of languages to be identi%ed, let R be a class of representations for
the class of languages. Given an r in R; L(r) denotes the language represented by r. A
positive presentation of L(r) is any in%nite sequence of data such that every w∈L(r)
occurs at least once in the sequence and no other strings not in L(r) appear in the
sequence. Each element of L(r) is called a positive example (or simply, example) of
L(r).
Let r be a representation in R. An algorithm A is said to identify r in the limit
from positive data if and only if A takes any positive presentation of L(r) as input,
and outputs an in%nite sequence of ris in R such that there exist r′ in R and j¿0 so
that for all i¿j, the ith conjecture (representation) ri is identical to r′ and L(r′)=L(r).
A class R is identi6able in the limit from positive data if and only if there exists an
algorithm A that, given any r in R, identi%es r in the limit from positive data.
Let A be an algorithm for identifying R in the limit from positive data. Suppose
that after examining i examples, the algorithm A conjectures some ri. We say that A
makes an implicit error of prediction at step i if ri is not consistent with the (i+1)st
example, i.e., if L(ri) fails to contain the (i + 1)st example.
A class R is polynomial-time identi6able in the limit from positive data if and
only if there exists an algorithm A for identifying R in the limit from positive data
with the property that there exist polynomials p and q such that for any n, for any r
of size n, and for any positive presentation of L(r), the number of implicit errors of
prediction made by A is at most p(n), and the time used by A between receiving
the ith example wi and outputting the ith conjecture ri is at most q(n; m1 + · · ·+ mi),
where mj = len(wj) and the size of r is the length of a description for r.
3. Very simple grammars and languages
Let G=(VN ; ; P; S) be a context-free grammar (CFG) in Greibach normal form
(GNF), i.e., each rule of P is of the form: A→ a$, where A∈VN ; a∈; $∈V ∗N . If for
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all (a; A)∈×VN , there is at most one rule of the form A→ a$ (for some $∈V ∗N ) in
P, then G is said to be simple deterministic.
Let G be a CFG in GNF . For each terminal symbol a∈, a rule whose right-hand
side is of the form a$ (where $∈V ∗N ) is called an a-handle rule. Then, G is said to
be very simple if and only if for each a in , there exists exactly one a-handle rule
in P. A language L is very simple if and only if there exists a very simple CFG G
such that L=L(G) holds. (Note that since every very simple grammar is -free, so is
every very simple language.)
Let S⇒∗L x$ be the left-most derivation in G=(VN ; ; P; S), where x∈∗; $∈V ∗N .
Then, de%ne L($)= {w∈∗|$⇒∗L w}. A CFG G is reduced if and only if for any $
such that S⇒∗L x$ in G, it holds that L($) = ∅.
Example 1 (Laird and Gamble [11]). Consider a CFG G=({S; C; L; T; R}; {p; s; t; x;∧;
(; ); 0; •}; P; S), where P consists of the following:
S→pLTCTCTR, S→;∧LSCSR, S→ t,
T→ sLTR, T→ x, T→ 0,
C→•, L→ (; R→ ).
It is easily seen that the grammar G is very simple and that, for example, strings
“p(s(0)•x•0)” and “ ∧ (p(0•0•0)•p(s(0)•0•s(0)))”
are generated by G. If we take p; s and ∧ as a predicate symbol “plus”, a function
symbol “successor”, and a logical “and” in pre%x notation, respectively, then these two
strings are interpreted as logical formulas: plus(s(0); x; 0) and plus(0; 0; 0)∧ plus(s(0); 0;
s(0)). Note that “t”, “x”, and “•” denote a logical constant true, a variable, and comma,
respectively. Thus, the language L(G) de%nes a subset of formulas in %rst-order pred-
icate logic which is not a regular language. Note that the very simple grammar G is
reduced.
[Convention] In what follows, it is assumed that very simple grammars we consider in
this paper are all reduced. Further, a notation ⇒ (or ⇒
G
) always denotes the leftmost
derivation (by G).
3.1. Basic properties
The next result immediately follows from the de%nition.
Lemma 1. Let L be a very simple language.
(i) [Pre%x-free Property] For each x in ∗ and y in +, if x∈L, then xy =∈L.
(ii) For each w in L, if len(w)¿2, then the initial symbol of w must di=er from the
last symbol of w.
Example 2. The followings are not very simple languages: {abba}; {an|n¿1}, or
{cmacn|m; n¿0}.
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Thus, the class of very simple languages forms a proper subclass of simple deter-
ministic languages by Korenjak and Hopcroft [10]. Further, it is easy to see that the
class is incomparable to the class of regular languages.
Lemma 2. For any very simple grammar G, there exists a renaming f such that
L(G)=f(DL(G)), where DL(G) is the left Szilard language of G.
Proof. For a given very simple grammar G=(VN ; ; P; S), de%ne a renaming f by:
for each #a∈Label(P); f(#a)= a, where #a is a label of the a-handle rule. Then, it
is obvious that S⇒#a1 ···#an a1 · · · an∈∗ if and only if f(#a1 · · · #an)= a1 · · · an∈∗.
Thus, L(G)=f(DL(G)) holds.
Since left Szilard languages of CFGs of %nite index (i.e., of nonterminal bounded
CFGs) are regular [15], it is seen from Example 1 that there exists a very simple
language L which is of in%nite index (i.e., not nonterminal bounded).
3.2. Closure properties
In this subsection, we will present the closure properties of very simple languages.
Lemma 3. L0 = {a3nb|n¿0} is not a very simple language.
Proof. Suppose that L0 =L(G) for some very simple grammar G=(VN ; {a; b}; P; S),
where we may assume that VN = {S; X }; P= {S→ a$; X → b3} ($; 3∈V ∗N ). Since b is
in L0, there exists a rule: S→ b. Hence, the b-handle rule is S→ b and X = S; 3= .
Further, since aaab is in L0, there must exist derivations S⇒ a$ and $⇒∗ aab. Let
$=Y$′ (Y ∈VN ; $′∈V ∗N ), then there exist a rule Y → a5 and a derivation 5$′⇒∗ ab.
From the rules S→ a$ and Y → a5; S =Y and $= 5 follow, and hence the a-handle
rule is S→ aS$′. Since $(= S$′)⇒∗ aab$′3 and $⇒∗ aab, it must hold that $′= .
Thus, we have that P= {S→ aS; S→ b} and hence, L(G)= {anb|n¿0} contradicting
to that L0 =L(G).
Theorem 4. The class of very simple languages is closed under none of the fol-
lowing: union, concatenation, intersection, complement, Kleene closure (+; ∗), (-
free) homomorphim, inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular languages, or
reversal.
Proof. (Union:) Consider L1 = {ab} and L2 = {abc} which are clearly very simple.
Since very simple (or simple deterministic) languages have the pre%x-free property
[8], L1∪L2 = {ab; abc} is not very simple.
(Concatenation:) It is obvious that L3 = {ba} is very simple, while L1L2 = {abba} is
not, as seen in Example 2, which is shown from (ii) of Lemma 1.
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(Intersection:) Let L4 = {abmcdnefng|m; n¿0} and L5 = {abmcdmefng|m; n¿0} be lan-
guages generated by very simple grammars G and G′ with the sets of rules:
S→ aABC A→ bA S ′→ aA′B′C′ A′→ c
A→ c B→dBD A′→ bA′D′ C′→fC′
B→ e C→ g B′→ e C′→ g
D→f D′→d.
Then, L4∩L5 = {abncdnefng|n¿0} is a language which is proven to be noncontext-
free.
(Complement:) L6 = {a} is clearly a very simple language over  (containing {a}),
while its complement Lc6 =
∗ − L6 is not from (ii) of Lemma 1, because Lc6 contains
{an|n¿2}.
(Kleene closure:) Consider again L6. Then, L∗6 (or L
+
6 ) is not very simple, which is
proved from (ii) of Lemma 1.
(Homomorphism:) Consider a very simple language L7 = {anb|n¿0} and a homo-
morphism h1 de%ned by h1(a)= a, h1(b)= . Then, h1(L7)= {an|n¿0} is not very
simple. Further, consider a -free homomorphism h2 de%ned by h2(a)= a, h1(b)= a.
Then, h2(L7)= {an|n¿1} is not very simple.
(Inverse homomorphism:) For the very simple language L6, consider a homomorphism
h de%ned by h(b)= a; h(c)= . Then, h−1(L6)= {cmbcn|m; n¿0} is not very simple,
as seen in Example 2.
(Intersection with regular languages:) For the very simple language L7, consider
L7∩(a3)∗b= {a3nb|n¿0} which is not very simple from Lemma 1.
(Reversal:) For the very simple language L7, the reversal LR7 = {ban|n¿0} is not very
simple, because it does not have the pre%x-free property of (i) of Lemma 1.
3.3. Other properties of very simple grammars
Let G=(VN ; ; P; S) be any very simple grammar. Then, a symbol a in  is said to
be terminating (in G) if the a-handle rule is of the form A→ a. A symbol a in  is
said to be starting if and only if there is a string w∈L(G) whose %rst symbol is a.
A symbol a in  is said to be 6nal if there is a string w∈L(G) whose last symbol is
a. Note that the notion of “terminating” depends on G, while those of “starting” and
“%nal” do not.
The next lemma almost immediately follows from de%nitions.
Lemma 5. Let w; w1; w2 be in a very simple language L. Then, for any G=(VN ; ; P; S)
generating L, and for each a; b; c∈,
(1) if w= ax for some x∈∗, then the a-handle rule is of the form: S→ a$ for some
$∈V ∗N ,
(2) if w= xa for some x∈∗, then the a-handle rule is of the form: A→ a for some
A∈VN ,
(3) if 3⇒∗ an for some 3∈V+N ; n¿1, then 3=An, where A is the left-hand side of
the a-handle rule of the form: A→ a,
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(4) if w1 = xby1 and w2 = xcy2 for some x; yi∈∗, then there exist X ∈VN and $;
3∈V ∗N such that X → b$ and X → c3 are in P.
The following are useful for our later discussion.
Lemma 6. Let G=(VN ; ; P; S) be any very simple grammar and let $ and $′ be in
V+N . Further, let x∈+; u; u1; u2∈∗. Then,
(1) if S⇒∗ x$ and S⇒∗ x$′, then $= $′ (Forward determinism),
(2) if $⇒∗ x and $′⇒∗ x, then $= $′ (Backward determinism),
(3) if S⇒∗ u1$⇒∗ u1x and S⇒∗ u2$′⇒∗ u2x, then u1\L= u2\L.
Lemma 7 (Iteration Lemma). Let L be a very simple language. If w=uxnv and
w′= uv are in L for some n¿1; u∈∗; x; v∈+, then for each i¿0; uxiv is in L.
Finally, we can easily make a characterization on the relationships among the classes
of regular, zero-reversible, and very simple languages.
A regular language L is zero-reversible if and only if whenever u1x and u2x are in
L; u1\L= u2\L holds [2].
From the de%nitions together with Lemma 6, the next theorem almost immediately
follows.
Theorem 8. For a language L over , the following are equivalent:
(1) L is the left Szilard language of a linear grammar,
(2) L is very simple and regular,
(3) L is very simple and zero-reversible.
Thus, the intersection of the class of very simple languages and that of regular
languages is exactly the class of (left) Szilard languages of linear grammars. (See
Fig. 1.)
3.4. Schema representations of very simple grammars
We introduce a new representation method for very simple grammars called gram-
mar schemata, which enables us to deal with very simple grammars in a uniform
manner. Any very simple grammar can be analysed and decomposed into two con-
structs: a grammar schema and its interpretation. Informally, the former provides a
skeletal structure of the original grammar, while the latter speci%es the details of it.
Given a %nite alphabet , let VN;S = {Xa|a∈}∪{S} and let PAR (= {xa|a∈}) be a
%nite set of parameters, where S is a speci%c symbol not in ({Xa|a∈}∪∪PAR), and
the value of each parameter ranges over all elements from V ∗N; S . Let 6=(VN;S ∪PAR).
Then, a construct X → ax, where X ∈VN;S ; a∈ and x∈6∗, is called a rule form.
We call a quadruple G=(VN;S ; ; P; S) a grammar schema if P is a %nite set of rule
forms.
An interpretation I =(fn; fp) over  is an ordered pair of mappings, where fn is a
coding de%ned on VN;S such that fn(S)= S, and fp is a homomorphism de%ned on PAR
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Fig. 1. Language class relations.
such that for all x∈PAR; fp(x) is in 6∗. Then, given a grammar schema G, let I(G)
be a quadruple de%ned by (fn(VN;S); ; I(P); S), where I(P)= {fn(X )→ afp(x)|X →
ax∈P}. Thus, I induces a mapping on the set of all grammar schemata. An interpre-
tation I is said to be ground if and only if for all x∈PAR; fp(x)∈V ∗N; S . Note that any
CFG in Greibach normal form is taken as a grammar schema of special type.
3.5. Finding very simple grammars consistent with positive data
In this subsection, we consider the following problem for very simple grammars.
Suppose that we are given a %nite set of strings R= {w1; w2; : : : ; wt} from an unknown
very simple language L=L(G∗) for some very simple grammar G∗. Starting with
constructing the initial grammar schema G0 = (VN;S ; ; {Xa→ axa|a∈}; S), our goal
here is to %nd (identify) a ground interpretation I such that I(G0) is consistent with
R, i.e., L(I(G0)) contains R, where =alph(R).
In order to identify such a ground interpretation I =(fn; fp) satisfying the require-
ments, we have to determine fn and fp. First, we describe the manner of determining fn.
[Computation of fn]
We will demonstrate the way how to determine a mapping fn from a graph called
the structure graph of R denoted by TR.
Let
s(R) = {a ∈ |∃w ∈ R;∃x ∈ ∗(w = ax)}:
f(R) = {a ∈ |∃w ∈ R;∃x ∈ ∗(w = xa)}:
Then, we may de%ne that for all a∈s(R); fn(Xa)= S. In order to determine fn(X )
for other X ∈VN;S − ({Xa|a∈s(R)}∪{S}), we construct a directed graph called the
structure graph TR of R as follows.
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Fig. 2. Pre%x tree automaton AR and structure graph TR. In (a) two nodes connected by a dotted arrow are
to be identi%ed.
From a given R, we %rst construct the pre%x tree automaton AR for R in the sense
of the paper [2]. Then, using the properties of very simple languages presented in
Lemmas 6 and 7, from AR we construct the structure graph TR. Once the graph TR
is obtained, a mapping fn is immediately determined from TR. Let us illustrate this
procedure using an example.
Example 3. Suppose that R={abcek; cdek2; cek; cdfbhk; cfbh; cfbgh} (={w1; : : : ; w6})
is given as a sample set of L(G∗) for some unknown very simple grammar G∗.
Then, we have the pre%x tree automaton AR for R shown in (a) of Fig. 2. Note
that =alph(R)= {a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; k}.
Then, making use of properties of very simple grammars in Lemma 6, we merge all
the nodes (nonterminals) which must be identical in any correct grammar for L(G∗).
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By Lemma 7, we know that ab and g are loopings. Hence, we eventually obtain the
structure graph of R, TR, shown in (b) of Fig. 2.
Now, from 4 of Lemma 5, we know that if terminal symbols s and t are the labels
of edges that have an identical starting node in TR, then Xs and Xt must be identical.
Note that, for our example, s(R)= {a; c} and f(R)= {h; k}. Hence, we have that
Xa=Xc(= S); Xd=Xe =Xf, and Xg=Xh. In this example, we de%ne fn as follows:
fn(Xa) = fn(Xc) = S; fn(Xe) = fn(Xf) = Xd; fn(Xh) = Xg;
and for other X ∈ {Xb; Xd; Xg; Xk}; fn(X ) = X:
Thus, in what follows, we assume that fn is de%ned so that for each X in VN;S −
({Xa|a∈s}∪{S}) the image fn(X ) is the one with the %rst index in alphabetical
order, among those to be indenti%ed.
Note 1. As described above, fn is determined from the structure graph TR whose con-
struction is solely due to the properties proved valid in Lemmas 5, 6 and 7, which
assures that any very simple grammar consistent with R must satisfy those properties.
[Computation of fp]
Recall that
f(R) = {a ∈ |∃w ∈ R;∃x ∈ ∗(w = xa)}:
We say that a parameter xa is empty if it is . Obviously, for all a∈f(R), xa must
be empty. Also, for all a∈s(R)−f(R); xa is not empty (i.e., a is not terminating).
These facts are used for determining fp below.
In what follows, %rst we are going to present procedures and de%nitions, and then
we will show a sample run to illustrate them.
Determining unknown values of fp is performed in the following three steps.
Step 1: Constructing Length Equation Set Lg(R). Let alph(R)== {a1; : : : ; ar} be
an ordered alphabet. For w∈∗ and a∈, #a(w) denotes the number of occurrences
of a in w.
For all a∈, let na= len(fp(xa))−1, where fp(xa) is the value (a string of nontermi-
nals) to be determined for the unknown parameter xa. (Note that na indicates the length
increase of a sentential form induced by one application of the a-handle rule. Hence,
it holds that na=−1 if and only if fp(xa)= .) Further, let Ra= {w∈R|w contains a}.
Then, we have that for any a∈,
(C1) −16na6B(a; w) (where B(a; w)= len(w)=#a(w) and w is a string of the mini-
mum length in Ra),
(C2) if a∈s(R)− f(R), then na¿0.
It is easily seen that for each wi∈R,
#a1 (wi)na1 + · · ·+ #ar (wi)nar = −1 · · · (‘:wi):
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By constructing the equation (‘:wi) for each wi in R in the manner described above, we
have a set of equations Lg(R)= {(‘:w1); : : : ; (‘:wt)}. Since for a∈f(R); fp(xa)= ,
we know that na=−1.
Let Lg(R′)= {(‘:wi)′|16i6t} be the set of equations (‘:wi)′ obtained from (‘:wi)
by substituting na=−1 for each a∈f(R).
In order to %nd a concrete very simple grammar G which is consistent with the
given positive data R, %rst we have to solve the set of equations Lg(R′), so that we
may obtain a possible ground interpretation I =(fn; fp) satisfying the requirements.
Step 2: Solving Equation Set Lg(R′). Let ′(= {a1; : : : ; am}) be the ordered set
alph(R) − f(R) and let LPAR= {na|a∈′} be the set of length parameters to be
solved. Further, let vec(wi) be a row vector de%ned by
vec(wi) = (#a1 (wi); : : : ; #am(wi));
where, each #aj (wi) is a coe;cient of naj in the left-hand side of (‘; wi)
′.
Then, construct a (t×m)-matrix MR associated with R as follows:
(i; j)-entry of MR
def⇔ the coe;cient of the jth parameter naj in
the ith equation (‘:wi)′;
that is,
MR =


vec(w1)
...
vec(wt)

 :
(Note that t= |R| and m= |LPAR|.) Then, the set of equations {(‘:wi)′|16i6t} is
reformulated by a matrix equation:
MRXT = CT · · · (E)
where X=(na1 ; : : : ; nam) is a vector of length parameters, C=(k
′
1; : : : ; k
′
t ) is a constant
vector and each k ′j is the constant in the right-hand side of (‘:wi)
′.
Solving the matrix equation (E) is performed in a usual manner in linear algebra.
In some case, we may have indeterminate parameters in the solution. The next lemma
is one of the well-known results in linear algebra.
Lemma 9. The equation (E) has a solution if and only if the rank of MR is equal to
that of MRCT.
Let m and t be the numbers of parameters and equations in (E), respectively. Then,
we also know the following.
Lemma 10. Suppose that m= t holds. Then, MR is nonsingular if and only if (E) has
a unique solution.
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Thus, if m= rank(MR), then the equation (E) has a unique solution. And, if m¿t
or m = rank(MR), then (E) is solved in part. That is, let Sol(Lg(R′)) be the set of
solutions of Lg(R′). Then, we have that
Sol(Lg(R′)) = P-Sol(Lg(R′)) ∪ Uns(Lg(R′));
where P-Sol(Lg(R′)) is the set of solutions partly solved, and Uns(Lg(R′)) is the set
of equations involved in indeterminate parameters left unsolved.
Then, by assigning an appropriate value to each indeterminate parameter in Uns(Lg
(R′)), it is always possible to have a complete solution for Lg(R′).
Step 3: Determining the values of fp.
(3-1) First, we may de%ne fp in part by
for all a in f(R); fp(xa) = :
(3-2) Determining the values of fp for other parameters is performed by simulating
the derivation for each w in R as follows:
Let X=(‘a1 ; : : : ; ‘am) be a solution vector obtained from (E) in (Step 2). Then, for
a∈′ such that ‘a¿0, we may assume that fp(xa)=Za;1 · · ·Za; ‘a+1. For a∈′ such
that ‘a= − 1, we may trivially de%ne fp(xa)= . The set {fn(Xa)→ afp(xa)|a∈′} is
called the set of candidate rules obtained from X.
In order to identify each unknown nonterminal Za; j introduced above, for each
w= b1 · · · bk ∈R, we simulate the derivation for w using each candidate bi-handle rule:
fn(Xbi)→ biZbi;1 · · ·Zbi; ‘bi+1 or fn(Xbi)→ bi (for i=1; : : : ; k).
Starting with S⇒ b1Zb1 ;1 · · ·Zb1 ; ‘b1+1, since Zb1 ;1 must produce b2u (for some u∈∗),
it must hold that Zb1 ;1 =fn(Xb2 ) and that fn(Xb2 )→ b2Zb2 ;1 · · ·Zb2 ; ‘b2+1. Thus, we have
that
S⇒ b1Zb1 ;1 · · ·Zb1 ;‘b1+1
⇒ b1b2Zb2 ;1 · · ·Zb2 ;‘b2+1Zb1 ;2 · · ·Zb1 ;‘b1+1
(= b1b2Zbi;3 · · ·Zbi;p):
In the same manner, for each j (36j6p), we can determine the value of Zbi; j . That
is, for each i=1; : : : ; k; fp(xbi) is determined. Thus, a simulation of the derivation for
w is completed.
Determining complete values of fp is performed by combining the results of simu-
lation of the derivations for all w∈R.
From Lemma 9, a corollary immediately follows.
Corollary 11. It is decidable given any 6nite subset R of ∗ whether or not there
exists a very simple grammar consistent with R.
(Recall that a %nite set is not necessarily very simple.)
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[Procedure Consistent(R)]
By Int(R) we denote the set of all ground interpretations I =(fn; fp) obtained from
R in the manner described above. Let CR(X) be the set of candidate rules determined
from a solution vector X of (E).
There are, in general, two cases for the simulation process of R via CR(X): the
simulation %nishes without any additional nonterminal identi%cation (i.e., merging two
nonterminals) on fn, or it forces us to make a new nonterminal identi%cation. In the
former case, CR(X) is said to be good.
In order to obtain the least general grammar I(G0) consistent with R, we want to
avoid choosing an interpretation I =(fn; fp) that causes the latter case, as much as we
possibly can.
We say that a ground interpretation I =(fn; fp) in Int(R) is admissible to R if and
only if either there exists a good CR(X) by which fp is determined or there exists no
good set of candidate rules.
Our goal here is to %nd a ground interpretation I admissible to R.
Now, let us de%ne a procedure Consistent(R) to obtain I admissible to R from a
given R. That is, Consistent(R) is de%ned as follows:
Input: R (a %nite subset of the target language L∗);
Output: I =(fn; fp) admissible to R;
Procedure:
initialize Fv= ∅;
determine fn by constructing the structure graph of R;
construct Lg(R) and solve it, where for each a∈f(R); na=−1;
let Sv be the set of all solution vectors X satisfying (C1) and (C2);
while Sv = ∅ do
begin
choose any solution X from Sv to obtain the values for the rest
of unspeci%ed parameters of fp;
let Sv:=Sv − {X} and Fv:=Fv∪{X};
determine CR(X) (the set of candidate rules) from X;
simulate R with CR(X) to determine fp;
if CR(X) is good, then output I =(fn; fp) and halt;
end
take any solution X from Fv;
let fp be the one obtained by simulating R via CR(X) (where additional
nonterminal identi%cations are allowed);
renew fn by making additional identi%cations obtained through
the simulation of R via CR(X);
output I =(fn; fp) and halt.
We write the input–output relation as I =Consistent(R). (Note that from the manner
of construction, I(=Consistent(R)) can obviously provide a very simple grammar
I(G0) that is consistent with R.)
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Note 2. In the actual implementation of the procedure above, one can make Consistent
(R) more e;cient in an incremental fashion so that it may produce and try a new
solution vector X only after the current CR(X) turned out to be not good. We chose the
current presentation for Consistent(R), because of its simplicity and understandability.
Example 4. Returning to the previous example, let R be the sample set from Exam-
ple 3. Let G0 = (VN;S ; ; P0; S), where VN;S = {S; Xa; Xb; Xc; Xd; Xe; Xf; Xg; Xh; Xk}. Since
we have already obtained fn, all we have to do is to construct Lg(R) and solve it for
%nding fp which satis%es the requirements.
Firstly, since f(R)= {h; k}, we have already obtained that
fp(xh) = fp(xk) = ; (i:e:; nh = nk = −1):
From R, we have that Lg(R)= {(‘:w1); (‘:w2); : : : ; (‘:w6)}, where
na + nb + nc + ne + nk = −1 · · · (‘:w1)
nc + nd + ne + 2nk = −1 · · · (‘:w2)
nc + ne + nk = −1 · · · (‘:w3)
nb + nc + nd + nf + nh + nk = −1 · · · (‘:w4)
nb + nc + nf + nh = −1 · · · (‘:w5)
nb + nc + nf + ng + nh = −1 · · · (‘:w6):
That is, the set of equations Lg(R′) comprising
na + nb + nc + ne = 0 · · · (‘:w1)′
nc + nd + ne = 1 · · · (‘:w2)′
nc + ne = 0 · · · (‘:w3)′
nb + nc + nd + nf = 1 · · · (‘:w4)′
nb + nc + nf = 0 · · · (‘:w5)′
nb + nc + nf + ng = 0 · · · (‘:w6)′
is obtained, where ′(= alph(R)−f(R))= {a; b; c; d; e; f; g}. Then, construct a matrix
equation
MRXT = CT · · · (E)
where X=(na; nb; nc; nd; ne; nf; ng); C=(0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0), and
MR =


1 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1


:
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Computing (E) is performed in a usual manner:


1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0


⇒∗


1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


:
Thus, we have that Sol(Lg(R′))= {nd=1; ng=0}∪Uns(Lg(R′)), where Uns(Lg(R′))=
{na + nb=0; nc + ne =0; nb + nc + nf =0}.
By taking (C1) and (C2) into consideration, we may choose a set of solutions
{na=1; nb= − 1; nc =0; ne =0; nf =1} that produces a solution vector:
X = (1;−1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0) (= (na; nb; nc; nd; ne; nf; ng))
In order to determine the values of fp, the set of candidate rules CR(X) is constructed:
S → aZa;1Za;2; Xb → b
S → cZc;1; Xtd → dZd;1Zd;2
Xd → eZe;1; Xd → fZf;1Zf;2
Xg → gZg;1:
(Note that fn(Xa) = fn(Xc) = S; fn(Xe) = fn(Xf) = Xd:)
In simulating the derivation for w1 = abcek, since S⇒ aZa;1Za;2⇒∗ abcek, it must hold
that Za;1 =Xb and that Za;2 =Xc(= S). Further, from S⇒ cZc;1⇒ cek, it must hold that
Zc;1 =Xe(=Xd) and that Ze;1 =Xk . Thus, we have that
fp(xa) = Za;1Za;2 = XbS; fp(xc) = Xd and fp(xe) = Xk:
(With these assignments for length parameters, we succeed in simulating the derivations
for w2 and w3.)
In a similar manner, from the simulation of w4,
fp(xd) = XdXk ; fp(xf) = XbXg and fp(xg) = Xg
are obtained. Thus, we complete a solution for fp using CR(X). (Note that CR(X) is
good.) Further, we can see that any other solution fails in simulating R without any
additional nonterminal identi%cation on fn in this sample run.
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This eventually provides the unique interpretation I =(fn; fp) admissible to R, where
fn(Xa)= S, fp(xa)=XbS
fn(Xb)=Xb, fp(xb)= 
fn(Xc)= S, fp(xc)=Xd
fn(Xd)=Xd, fp(xd)=XdXk
fn(Xe)=Xd, fp(xe)=Xk
fn(Xf)=Xd, fp(xf)=XbXg
fn(Xg)=Xg, fp(xg)=Xg
fn(Xh)=Xg, fp(xh)= 
fn(Xk)=Xk , fp(xk)= .
The rule set of I(G0) consists of
S→ aXbS, Xb→ b, S→ cXd,
Xd→dXdXk , Xd→ eXk , Xd→fXbXg,
Xg→ gXg, Xg→ h, Xk → k.
4. Identifying very simple grammars from positive data
4.1. Characterizing the structure of I
Throughout this section, we assume that G∗=(VN∗; ; P∗; S∗) is a target very simple
grammar and that R is a %nite subset of L(G∗). Further, let I= {I =(fn; fp)|I : ground
interpretation over }, where ||¿2. (It is obvious that any (nonempty) very simple
language over the unary alphabet trivially becomes {a}.)
Recall that G0 = (VN;S ; ; {Xa→ axa|a∈}; S) is the initial grammar schema. Now,
for any I =(fn; fp); I ′=(f′n ; f
′
p )∈I, we de%ne a binary relation 4 as follows: fn4f′n
if and only if for every Xa; Xb∈VN;S(a = b); fn(Xa)=fn(Xb) implies that f′n (Xa)=f′n
(Xb). When fn4f′n and fn =f′n , we denote it by fn≺f′n . Further, we say that fn is
incomparable to f′n if and only if fn 4f′n and f′n 4fn holds, where the symbol 4
denotes the negation of 4. (Recall that we assume all very simple grammars to be
reduced.)
We now need to show the following series of technical lemmas.
Lemma 12. Let I=(fn; fp) and I ′=(f′n ; f
′
p ) be in I such that L(I(G0))⊆L(I ′(G0)).
Then, it holds that fn4f′n .
Proof. Let I(G0)=G=(VN ; ; P; S) and I ′(G0)=G′=(V ′N ; ; P
′; S ′) be very simple
grammars such that L(G)⊆L(G′). Suppose that fn 4f′n , then we may assume that there
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exist Xa; Xb (a = b) in VN;S of G0 such that fn(Xa)=fn(Xb) and f′n (Xa) =f′n (Xb). There
exists a string w= xay in L(G) such that
S ⇒∗ xA$; A⇒ a5 and 5$⇒∗ y for some $; 5 ∈ V ∗N ; where A = fn(Xa):
Further, since fn(Xa)=fn(Xb), there also exists a string w′= xbz in L(G) such that
S ⇒∗ xA$; A⇒ b3 and 3$⇒∗ z for some 3 ∈ V ∗N ; where A = fn(Xb):
Since L(G) ⊆ L(G′), there must exist derivations in G′ such that
S ′ ⇒∗ x$′; $′ ⇒∗ ay and $′ ⇒∗ bz for some $′ ∈ V ′+N :
Let X be the left-most nonterminal of $′, then there must exist rules X → a3′ and
X → b5′ in P′ of G′, which leads to a contradiction that X =f′n (Xa) =f′n (Xb)=X in
V ′N of G
′.
Corollary 13. Let I =(fn; fp) and I ′=(f′n ; f
′
p ) be in I. Then, L(I(G0))=L(I
′(G0))
implies fn=f′n .
Lemma 14. Let I =(fn; fp) and I ′=(f′n ; f
′
p ) be in I. Then,
(i) if L(I(G0))⊂L(I ′(G0)), then fn≺f′n ,
(ii) if fn=f′n and L(I(G0)) =L(I ′(G0)), then L(I(G0)) and L(I ′(G0)) are incompara-
ble.
Proof. Let G= I(G0)= (VN ; ; P; S) and G′= I ′(G0)= (V ′N ; ; P
′; S ′). (i) Assume that
L(G)⊂L(G′). Then, by Lemma 12, it holds that fn4f′n . Now, by assuming that fn=f′n ,
we will derive a contradiction.
From the assumption that L(G)⊂L(G′), there exists a string w0 = a1a2 · · · ak ∈L(G′)
− L(G). Let
S ⇒ a1$1 ⇒∗ a1 · · · aj$j ⇒∗ a1 · · · ak−1$k−1 ⇒ a1 · · · ak · · · (∗)
be a derivation for w0 in G′, where each $j∈V ′+N . Since G fails to generate w0, there
are three possible cases in G.
Case 1. There exists j (16j6k) such that S⇒∗ a1 · · · aj−1fn(Xb)3 and fn(Xb) =fn
(Xaj)(b = aj), for some b∈; 3∈V ∗N in G: Let fn(Xb)→ b5 be in P and 53⇒∗ u(∈∗).
(Recall our initial assumption that very simple grammars considered are all reduced.)
Then, S⇒∗ a1 · · · aj−1bu(=w)∈L(G). On the other hand, since L(G)⊂L(G′), there
also exists a derivation for w in G′. Let S ′⇒∗ a1 · · · aj−1$′ and $′⇒∗ bu in G′,
where $′∈V ′+N . Then, this together with (∗) implies that $′= $j−1; $′⇒∗ bu and
$′⇒∗ aj · · · ak . Therefore, we have that f′n (Xb)=f′n (Xaj) (and b = aj). Since fn=f′n ,
this also holds for G, i.e., fn(Xb)=fn(Xaj), which is a contradiction.
Case 2. There exists 3∈V+N such that S⇒∗ w03 and 3⇒∗ x(∈+) in G. Then, w0x
is in L(G). Since L(G)⊂L(G′), it holds that w0x is in L(G′). This contradicts the
pre%x-free property of a very simple language L(G′).
Case 3. There exists j (16j¡k) such that S⇒∗ a1 · · · aj(=y) in G: Since L(G)⊂
(G′), it holds that y is in L(G′). This together with the fact that yaj+1 · · · ak(=w0) is
in L(G′) contradicts the pre%x-free property. Thus, we have that fn≺f′n .
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(ii) Suppose that L(G)⊂L(G′). Then, from (i) we have that fn≺f′n , contradicting
fn=f′n . Hence, it holds that L(G) ⊂L(G′). Similarly, we also have that L(G′) ⊂L(G).
These, together with L(G) =L(G′), imply that L(G) and L(G′) are incomparable. Thus,
the proof is completed.
Lemma 15. For a 6nite subset R of L(G∗), let I =(fn; fp)=Consistent(R) and G= I
(G0). Then, either L(G∗)=L(G) or L(G∗)− L(G) = ∅.
Proof. Suppose otherwise, that is, L(G∗)⊂L(G). (We prove by contradiction.) Then,
from (i) of Lemma 14, we have that fn∗≺fn. (Note that R⊆L(G∗) and I =(fn; fp)=
Consistent(R).) On the other hand, from the manner of constructing Consistent(R),
there are two cases to be considered.
Case 1. A good CR(X) was found in the while loop: fn is determined from the
structure graph TR whose construction is solely due to the properties common to all
very simple grammars consistent with R and proved valid in Lemmas 5–7 (see Note
1 immediately after Example 3). This implies that fn4fn∗.
Case 2. Otherwise: In this case, since no good CR(X) was found for determining
fp, there must occur additional nonterminal identi%cations in simulating R. Let f˜n be
the one, constructed from the structure graph TR alone, from which the renewed version
fn is obtained by making such additions. Then, it holds that f˜n≺fn∗ and f˜n≺fn, and
we see that f˜n is the greatest lower bound of {fn; fn∗}, i.e., f˜n= inf{fn; fn∗} in the
lattice with 4 consisting of all possible fns with the maximum Ofn(where for any
X ∈VN;S ; Ofn(X )= S) and the minimum fn (where fn is an identity on VN;S). Since
fn∗≺fn, it holds that f˜n≺fn∗≺fn, which contradicts that f˜n is the greatest lower bound
of {fn}.
4.2. Identi6cation algorithm: IA
We now present an identi%cation algorithm IA which is consistent, responsive and
conservative [1], that is, intuitively, it always produces a guess consistent with the
sample set R and makes at least one guess in response to each input before requesting
another input, and only changes its guess when it conUicts with the sample set read in
so far. The algorithm IA is given in Fig. 3, in which G0;  denotes ({S}∪VN;; ; P; S),
where VN;= {Xa|a∈}; P= {Xa→ axa|a∈}.
Lemma 16. Let GR0 ; GR1 ; : : : ; GRi ; : : : be the sequence of conjectured grammars pro-
duced by IA, where GRi = Ii(G0; ). Then, there exists r¿0 such that for all i¿0; GRr
=GRr+i and L(GRr )=L(G∗).
Proof. From the property of IA, in particular, of the procedure consistent(R), there is
an upper bound B (depending on the size of G∗) for which for each i ¿ 1, the number
of candidate interpretations Ii(=consistent(Ri)) for the i-th conjecture GRi is no more
than B. (Note that for each i ¿ 1, and interpretation I∗ for G∗ is potentially included
in the set of those candidate interpretations Ii.) Thus, there exists r ¿ 0 such that for
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Input: a positive presentation of a very simple language L(G∗)
Output: a sequence of very simple grammars GR0 ; GR1 ; : : :
Procedure
initialize R0 = ∅;
initialize the grammar schema G0;∅;
let GR0 = ({S}; ∅; ∅; S);
let i=1;
repeat (forever)
read the next positive example wi;
let Ri =Ri−1∪{wi};
let alph(Ri)= alph(Ri−1)∪{alph(wi)};
if wi∈L(GRi−1 ), then let GRi =GRi−1 ;
output GRi ;
else
augment G0;  using =alph(Ri);
let Ii =Consistent(Ri);
output GRi = Ii(G0; );
let i:=i + 1;
Fig. 3. The identi%cation algorithm IA.
all i ¿ 0, GRr =GRr+i . Suppose that L(G∗) =L(GRr ), then by Lemma 15, there exists
a string w ∈ L(G∗) − L(GRr ) such that w is not yet provided as a positive example.
This implies that IA produces a conjecture distinct from GRr , a contradiction.
Thus, we have the following.
Theorem 17. The class of very simple grammars is identi6able in the limit from
positive data.
4.3. Time complexity analysis
We analyse the time complexity of IA in two respects: time for updating a conjecture
and a bound on the number of implicit errors of prediction.
We analyse the time complexity of IA as follows:
(1) Time for updating a conjecture. Let N =
∑
wj∈R len(wj) and ‘ be the maximum
length of positive data in R. The time for updating a conjecture is obviously dominated
by the time for the procedure Consistent(R).
In performing Consistent(R), determining fn requires at most O(N ) time. It takes at
most O(N ) time to construct Lg(R). Solving Lg(R) requires at most O(||3) time,
because it is reduced to the computation of an inverse matrix with at most ||-
dimension. From (C1) of (Step 1) for the computation of fp in Section 3.5, the
value na is bounded by ‘, the number of all solution vectors of Lg(R) is bounded
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by ‘||. Hence, while loops are repeatedly performed at most ‘|| times. Each while
loop requires at most O(N ) time.
Thus, time for updating a conjecture is bounded by
O(||3) + O(‘||)× O(N )6O(Max{N ||+1; ||3}):
Note 3. The time complexity result above gives only an upper bound and, as mentioned
in Note 2, an actual implementation could involve more e;cient techniques.
(2) A bound on the number of implicit errors of prediction. Given a target very
simple grammar G∗, let R be the current sample set of positive examples of L(G∗)
over . Further, let Vec(R)= {vec(w)|w∈R}, where vec(w)= (#a1 (w); : : : ; #am(w)), and
′= {a1; : : : ; am} is an ordered set alph(R)− f(R) (see Section 3.5).
The number of implicit errors of prediction IA makes is analysed as follows.
Lemma 18. The number of implicit errors of prediction IA makes is bounded by O(||).
Proof. Let I =(fn; fp) be the output of Consistent(R) such that I(G0;) is the current
conjectured grammar from IA. Each time the conjecture I(G0; )(=GR) is refuted by
the next new example w, we examine what changes happen on the current conjecture,
that is, on I =(fn; fp).
Each time I(G0; ) fails to generate w; IA produces a new conjecture I ′(G0; ) which
can generate w. Let I ′=(f′n ; f
′
p ) and R
′=R∪{w}, where I ′=Consistent(R′). We anal-
yse the following cases:
Case (i). f′n is distinct from fn: From the de%nition of Consistent(R) in IA, this
change entails either at least one new nonterminal identi%cation in G0;  or alph(R)⊂
alph(R′), because of the monotonic incremental nature of nonterminal identi%cation.
Therefore, this case may happen in total at most 2|| times.
Case (ii). f′p is distinct from fp: Let Vec(R) and Vec(R
′) be the sets of vectors
for R and R′, respectively. We note that since R⊂R′; Vec(R)⊆Vec(R′). There are
two possible cases: (1) a vector vec(w) is a linear combination of Vec(R) and (2)
Vec(R′)(=Vec(R)∪{vec(w)}) is linearly independent.
In case (1), Sol(Lg(R)) remains unchanged. If alph(R)⊂alph(R′), then Case (i)
must occur. Hence, suppose that alph(R)= alph(R′), and therefore, it must hold that
for each a∈alph(R′); len(fp(xa))= len(f′p (xa)). However, since f′p is distinct from
fp; fp(xa) =f′p (xa) for some a∈alph(R′). Suppose that fn=f′n . Then, since the sim-
ulation of R by the set of candidate rules for I ′ must succeed using only the set of
candidate rules for I , at that moment, for each a∈alph(R′), the value of f′p (xa) is com-
pletely determined through the simulation of R(=R′−{w}). Hence, without additional
nonterminal identi%cations, we cannot have a situation where fp(xa) =f′p (xa) for some
a∈alph(R′) by simulating the derivation for w, because fn=f′n and alph(R)= alph(R′).
Thus, as far as fp =f′p , we conclude that fn =f′n , that is, Case (i) must occur.
In case (2), for each R the number of vectors in Vec(R) linearly independent is
bounded by the number of parameters to be solved. Hence, this can happen in total at
most || times.
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Each time the conjecture fails, and hence, I ′ is distinct from I , at least one of
the above cases must occur. Therefore, the number of implicit errors of prediction is
bounded by O(||).
One problem to be discussed here is how we should de%ne the size of a grammar
|G| for a very simple grammar G with the terminal alphabet . In a usual setting,
the size of a grammar may often be de%ned as the number of rules. However, for a
%xed , the number of rules of any very simple grammar is equal to the alphabet size,
which implies that every very simple grammar with  has the same size of ||.
We may de%ne the size of a very simple grammar G=(VN ; ; P; S) as the length of
its description for P. That is, let us de%ne size(G) by
∑
A→a$∈P (len($) + 3). Then, it
is obvious that ||6size(G).
Summing up the above observations together with Lemma 18, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 19. The algorithm IA may be implemented to run in time polynomial in
O(m) for updating a conjecture, and the number of implicit errors of prediction is
bounded by O(n), where n= size(G∗), and m=Max{N ||+1; ||3}; N=
∑
wj∈R len(wj),
and R is the set of positive data provided.
In a similar manner discussed in [4,17], under the condition that only positive coun-
terexamples are supplied in the identi%cation process, the polynomial-time identi%ability
in the limit from positive data implies the polynomial-time identi%ability via equiva-
lence queries. That is, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 20. The class of very simple grammars is polynomial-time identi6able via
only equivalence queries, provided that only positive counterexamples are supplied in
the identi6cation process.
5. An example run
Example 5. Consider G∗=({S; A; B; C}; {a; b; c; d; e; k}; P; S) as the target grammar,
where P= {S→ aAS; S→ cBC; A→ b; B→dBC; B→ e; C→ k}. After all initial proce-
dures, IA is ready to read the input example.
(1) Let w1 = cd2ek3 be the %rst example string from L(G∗). R1 = {w1} and alph(R1)
= {c; d; e; k}. Then, since w1 is trivially not in L(GR0 ), the algorithm IA constructs the
augmented grammar schema G0;  whose set of rule forms is {Xc→ cxc; Xd→dxd; Xe→
exe; Xk → kxk}. Let VN = {Xc; Xd; Xe; Xk ; S}. Since a symbol k is %nal, the k-handle
rule is Xk → k and fp(xk)= (nk = − 1). Further, fn(Xc)= S is immediately obtained
together with fp(xc) = (nc¿0). The length equation for w1 is
nc + 2nd + ne + 3nk = −1 · · · (‘:w1); and hence;
nc + 2nd + ne = 2 · · · (‘:w1)′:
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Thus, we have that s(R1)={c}; f(R1)={k}, and Sol(Lg((R1)))= {nc+2nd+ne =2},
where ′={c; d; e}. From the structure graph of R1, it follows that fn(Xc)= S; fn(X )=
X (∀X ∈{Xd; Xe; Xk}). (See (a) of Fig. 4 for the structure graph TR1 .)
Among possible solution vectors of {nc+2nd+ne =2}, suppose we choose a solution
X1 = (4;−1; 0)(= (nc; nd; ne)). That is, the set of candidate rules CR(X1) is
{S → cZc;1Zc;2Zc;3Zc;4Zc;5; Xd → d; Xe → eZe;1}:
By simulating the derivation for w1 via these rules, we have that: Zc;1 =Xd; Zc;2 =Xd;
Zc;3 =Xe; Zc;4 =Zc;5 =Ze;1 =Xk . We see that CR(X1) is good and, as a result, a ground
interpretation I1 = (fn; fp) admissible to R1 is obtained, where
fn(Xc)= S, fn(X )=X (X : otherwise),
fp(xc)=X 2dXeX
2
k , fp(xd)= ,
fp(xe)=Xk , fp(xk)= .
The %rst conjectured grammar GR1 = I1(G0; ) is ({S; Xd; Xe; Xk}; {c; d; e; k}; P1; S),
where P1 is
S → cX 2dXeX 2k , Xd → d
Xe → eXk , Xk → k.
(2) Suppose that w2 = cd4ek5 is given as the second example string. Then, R2 = {w1;
w2} and alph(R2)= alph(R1)= {c; d; e; k}. Since w2 is not in L(GR1 ); G0;  is to be
augmented but, in fact, unchanged.
First, by constructing the structure graph TR2 pictured in (b) of Fig. 4, we observe
that fn(Xe)=Xd.
Then, IA computes a length equation for w2 and constructs Lg(R2)={(‘:w1); (‘:w2)},
where
nc + 4nd + ne + 5nk = −1 · · · (‘:w2); and hence;
nc + 4nd + ne = 4 · · · (‘:w2)′:
To solve Lg(R′2)= {(‘:w1)′; (‘:w2)′}, we construct an associated matrix MR2 and a
matrix equation:
MR2 =
(
1 2 1
1 4 1
)
MR2X
T
2 = (2; 4)
T
X2 = (nc; nd; ne):
The matrix computation is done as follows:(
1 2 1 2
1 4 1 4
)
⇒∗
(
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
)
:
Thus, Sol(Lg(R′2))= {nd=1}∪{nc+ne =0}. From Sol(Lg(R′2)), for example, we may
choose a solution vector X2 = (0; 1; 0)(= (nc; nd; ne)). Hence, the set of candidate rules
CR(X2) = {S → cZc;1; Xd → dZd;1Zd;2; Xd → eZe;1}
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is obtained. Simulating R2 via CR(X2) succeeds without any additional nonterminal
identi%cation, and produces the identi%cation results that Zc;1=Xd; Zd;1=Xd; Zd;2=Xk;
Ze;1 =Xk . From this, a ground interpretation I2 = (fn; fp) is obtained, where
fn(Xc)= S, fn(Xe)=Xd,
fn(X )=X (∀X ∈VN − {Xc; Xe}),
fp(xc)=Xd, fp(xd)=XdXk ,
fp(xe)=Xk , fp(xk)= .
Thus, the second conjectured grammar GR2 = I2(G0; ) is the following: ({S; Xd; Xk};
{c; d; e; k}; P2; S), where P2 is
S→ cXd, Xd→dXdXk ,
Xd→ eXk , Xk → k.
(3) Suppose that w3 = abababcek is given as the third example string. Then, R3 =
{w1; w2; w3} and alph(R3)= alph(R2)∪{a; b}. Since w3 is not in L(GR2 ), in order to
augment G0; , two rule forms Xa→ axa and Xb→ bxb are added to the set of rule
forms of G0; . Note that VN = {Xa; Xb; Xd; Xk ; S}; s(R3)= {a; c}. The structure graph
TR3 is shown in (c) of Fig. 4. Hence, we have that fn(Xa)= S and fp(xa) = (na¿0).
IA computes a length equation for w3 and constructs Lg(R′3)= {(‘:w1)′; (‘:w2)′;
(‘:w3)′}, where
3na + 3nb + nc + ne + nk = −1 · · · (‘:w3); and hence;
3na + 3nb + nc + ne = 0 · · · (‘:w3)′:
Then, an associated matrix MR3 and its matrix equation are:
MR3 =

 0 0 1 2 10 0 1 4 1
3 3 1 0 1

 MR3XT3 = (2; 4; 0)T
X3 = (na; nb; nc; nd; ne):
The matrix computation is done as follows:

 0 0 1 2 1 20 0 1 4 1 4
3 3 1 0 1 0

⇒∗

 0 0 1 0 1 00 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 0

 :
Thus, Sol(Lg(R′3))= {nd=1}∪{na+nb=0; nc+ne =0} is obtained from which, for ex-
ample, we may choose a solution vector X3 = (0; 0; 0; 1; 0)(= (na; nb; nc; nd; ne)). Hence,
the set of candidate rules CR(X3) is
S→ aZa;1, Xb→ bZb;1, S→ cZc;1,
Xd→dZd;1Zd;2, Xd→ eZe;1.
Then, without any additional nonterminal identi%cation, simulating R3 via CR(X3) leads
to the identi%cation results that Za;1 =Xb; Zb;1 = S; Zc;1 =Xd; Zd;1 =Xd; Zd;2 =Xk ,
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Ze;1 =Xk . From this, a ground interpretation I3 = (fn; fp) is obtained, where
fn(Xa)=fn(Xc)= S, fn(Xe)=Xd,
fn(Xb)=Xb, fn(Xk)=Xk ,
fp(xa)=Xb, fp(xb)= S,
fp(xc)=Xd, fp(xd)=XdXk ,
fp(xe)=Xk , fp(xk)= .
Thus, the third conjectured grammar GR3 = I3(G0; ) is the following one: ({S; Xb; Xd;
Xk}; {a; b; c; d; e; k}; P3; S), where P3 consists of
S→ aXb, Xb→ bS, S→ cXd,
Xd→dXdXk , Xd→ eXk , Xk → k.
The conjecture GR3 is equivalent (but not isomorphic) to G∗. Hence, GR3 is always
output as a conjecture for all input data afterwards.
6. Discussion
6.1. Related works
MPakinen [13] discusses the problem of learning Szilard languages of linear grammars
and gives a linear update-time algorithm for solving the problem, however he gives no
consideration on the polynomial-time identi%ability of the class in the sense discussed
in this paper. From the de%nition, the class of Szilard languages of linear grammars
is clearly a proper subclass of the class of very simple languages, and is also properly
included in the class of zero-reversible languages [2]. (In fact, the class of very simple
languages coincides with the left Szilard languages of context-free grammars [2].) Fur-
ther, the class of very simple languages is incomparable to the class of zero-reversible
languages. (See Fig. 1.) Thus, the main result in the present paper is in contrast with
the fact that the class of regular languages is not polynomial-time identi%able in the
limit using DFAs in the sense of Pitt [17].
Wakatsuki and Tomita [21] study the inclusion problem for the class of very simple
grammars and show the problem is decidable by giving an e;cient algorithm.
6.2. Conclusions
By adopting a slight modi%cation of Pitt’s de%nition, we have shown that the class
of very simple grammars is identi%able in the limit from positive data, and presented
an algorithm which identi%es any very simple grammar in polynomial time in the new
de%nition. One of the interesting features of the learning algorithm developed in this
paper is the property of “reliability” in the sense that the algorithm IA has the ability
of “self-diagnosing” which can detect input data inconsistent with any very simple
grammar (see Corollary 11). Hence, besides its ability to identify every very simple
language, the algorithm IA is additionally able to refute (in the sense of Mukouchi
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and Arikawa [16]) every positive presentation that does not describe a very simple
language.
As we have shown in Section 3, the class of very simple grammars is moderately
powerful in language generative capability, and it bears some of the essential properties
of CFGs except for the nondeterministic features.
One of the results by Shinohara [19] shows that the class of context-sensitive gram-
mars having a given %xed number of rules is identi%able in the limit from positive
data, which implies the identi%ability of the class of very simple grammars with a
%xed size of terminal alphabet. In fact, for a %xed alphabet , one may argue a simple
and enumerative algorithm for identifying the class in polynomial time, because the
number of rules in a grammar G is bounded by || and hence there are no more than
O(n||) feasible hypotheses of what the grammar G could be, where n is the size of G.
Compared to such a naive enumerative algorithm, our algorithm has some advantages.
First, from the viewpoint of an upper-bound of the time complexity, the latter is only
potentially exponential in || in the sense that we do not know at present whether
or not the worst case really occurs, while the former must require exponential time if
the target grammar is the last one up to equivalence in the enumeration process due
to the “size” order of very simple grammars. Second, the number of updating conjec-
tures is crucially important for a learning algorithm, and our algorithm requires at most
O(||) times, while the other needs at the worst case O(n||) times. (Thus, these two
algorithms make a great di/erence as || grows up.)
For future study, it seems useful to pursue applications of an inference algorithm
for very simple grammars to other domains of research interests. In fact, making use
of the fact that the left Szilard language of any CFG is very simple, MPakinen [14]
discusses a theoretical application of the inference algorithm for very simple grammars
to the inference problem for CFGs from the structural data in which a Szilard word
together with its corresponding terminal string is given as an example. In this problem
setting, he shows the structural inference problem for CFGs is e;ciently solvable. In
relation to this topic, it would be a very interesting open problem to know whether or
not there is an algorithm for identifying the class of very simple grammars with  in
polynomial time in n; N (total length of data provided) and ||.
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